Abstract: Several technologies are being used in distributed generation applications with variable degree of success. Among those are: wind turbines, small-scale hydropower plants, biomass, microturbines, photovoltaic arrays and fuel cells. In a fuel cell, the chemical energy incorporated in the fuel is converted directly to electricity and heat. Fuel cell technology is one of the most interesting energy conversion systems offering nearly zero emissions, flexibility of operation and high conversion efficiency. Increasing demand for power and the depletion of fossil fuels are providing opportunities for the development of fuel cells as power generating systems. In this paper the modeling of Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) based generation system, fuel processor (methane reformer) and power conditioning unit (inverter) are presented. Within acceptable limits, the effects of load variation on output voltage, efficiency and fuel flow demanded are investigated.
INTRODUCTION
Hydrogen can be produced from the thermochemical gasification of many biomass materials, such as municipal solid waste, agricultural or forest wastes or wood chips from short rotation forestry plantations. The synthesis gas coming from a gasifier will incorporate methane and carbon monoxide in addition to the hydrogen Essentially, a fuel cell comprises of two porous electrodes separated by an ion-conducting electrolyte. The functioning principle of a SOFC is that hydrogen moves through the anode and reacts with oxygen. Throughout this reaction, water and heat are created, at the same time freeing electrons. The electrons go through an external circuit to the cathode, developing electrical power. In the cathode, oxygen moves through the electrode and the electrons are absorbed. Throughout this reaction, oxygen ions are constituted, which are carried through the electrolyte via empty spaces, ending the electric circuit. The chemical reactions that occur within the SOFC are as follows: As the name indicates, the SOFC possesses a ceramic electrolyte, commonly yttria-stabilised zirconia (YSZ), which is a substance that conducts oxygen ions at temperatures above 800 °C, [1] . Materials usually employed for the *Address correspondence these authors at the Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Jaén, 23700 EPS Linares (Jaén), Spain; E-mails: dvera@ujaen.es; fjurado@ujaen.es anode and the cathode are nickel-YSZ-cermet and strontium doped lanthanum manganite, respectively. The interconnect links the anode of one cell to the cathode of the adjacent. The substance can be ceramic or metallic depending on the working temperature and fuel cell design. The cell is electrolyte-supported when working at about 1000 °C and electrode-supported when working at about 800 °C.
Fuel cells can work on different fuels varying from hydrogen to gasified solid fuels, such as biomass. Fuels from renewable origins are of particular importance for the future, but nowadays the most recognized for fuel cells is natural gas. More information on fuel cell can be encountered in Blomen and Mugerwa [2] and Larminie et al. [1] . The output from the fuel cell is DC power. When the system generation provides power to a residential load, or to the electrical grid, a power conditioning unit is needed [3] .
The positive properties of fuel cells for high efficiency power generation at any scale and of biomass as a renewable energy source which is not intermittent, location dependent or very unmanageable to store, indicate that a combined heat and power system consisting of a fuel cell integrated with a wood gasifier may provide a combination for delivering heat and electricity cleanly and efficiently.
SYSTEM GENERATION MODEL

SOFC
The electrochemical model of SOFC described in this paper is based on a model developed by Padulles et al. [4] . The assumptions for the fuel cell model are as follows:
• The gases are ideal.
• The fuel cell is fed with hydrogen and air.
• The electrode channels are small enough that the pressure drop across them is negligible.
• The ratio of pressures between the inside and outside of the electrode channels is large enough to assume choked flow.
• The fuel cell temperature is stable.
• The Nernst equation applies.
• The losses are as follows: activation, concentration and ohmic.
The upper limit theoretic work is the change in Gibbs free energy of the cell reaction, and the matching reversible voltage is the electromotive force given by the Nernst equation:
Due to irreversibility in the cell performance, the cell voltage, V FC , is invariably lower than the ideal voltage, V 0 . This deviation is called polarization and is the summation of three losses: activation, concentration and ohmic polarization.
• Activation losses: The general expression that represents the activation losses for both electrodes comes expressed by Butler-Volmer equation, [5] .
• Concentration losses: There exist expressions proposed by Chan to calculate the concentration losses, both for cathode and anode, [5] , but in present paper, there has been adopted a more simplified empirical expression proposed by Hahn, [6] , and that gives us a good approximation of those losses.
• Ohmic polarization losses: In general, using the Ohm´s law, these losses can be defined according to Eq. (14).
The efficiency of a fuel cell is calculated as the power divided by the LHV of the fuel (methane): (10) In this paper, the fuel cell model uses a constant average cell voltage and a constant average fuel utilization to calculate the production of the fuel cells according to Faraday's law, Eq. (10) A Simulink model [7] was presented to simulate the fuel cell based on the analysis performed above (Fig. 1) . The parameters used in the simulation are summarized in Table 1 . 
Fuel Processor
Fuel processor is based in a methane reformer with steam. The transfer function of the reformer model can be expressed as Eq. (11), [8] . Methane reformed is realized with steam (CV=3).
( )
Reformer output (hydrogen flow) depends of the utilization factor (U) and fuel cell current (IFC). A PI controlled is used to control the flow rate of methane in the reformer, [8] . Fig. (2) presents the block diagram of methane reformer.
( ) DC/AC inverter to convert bus voltage to AC. In this paper the DC/DC converter model is omitted. The electrical model of inverter is based on a model developed by El-Sharkh et al., [9] . The inverter inputs are fuel cell voltage (V FC ), modulation index (m) and phase angle on the AC voltage ( ). The inverter outputs are AC voltage, active and reactive power. In this paper, the load terminal voltage is 400V AC for residential and commercial applications.
Load terminal voltage is kept constant (400V AC) using a PI controller. PI is used to control modulation index, [9] . Voltage phase angle ( ) is controlled by the input hydrogen flow ( q H 2 in ). Inverter block diagram is showed in Fig. (3) . 
SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS
Matlab-Simulink
® is used for the modeling and simulation of the fuel processor, fuel cell generator and power conditioning unit, [10] . Figs. (4) and (5) show the voltage and power outputs of the model, respectively. Power demand consists in a step load of 120-140kW. The initial transients are due to startup of model and the initial conditions of the transfer functions being zero. It can be seen that the fuel cell produces approximately a power step of 120-137kW with a 360-420A current demand at steady state. The system delivers a voltage of 400 V AC. The model use a stack consisting 384 fuel cells connected in series, [10] .
We can notice, in Figs. (4) and (5), the voltage and power functions don´t obtain instantaneously, that is to say, there exists a delay of approximately 20 s. This is due to time responses of SOFC system.
The great inertia of the chemical reactions that takes place in the fuel cell originates the voltage of exit does not become stable even them 350 s approximately (Fig. 4) . The Rolls-Royce Company [11] realizes important advances, managing to create prototypes based on fuel cells and batteries systems to solve this transitory problem. In Fig. (6) , we can see the global efficiency of system generation based on SOFCs. The calculated efficiency corresponds with the Eq. (9) (using LHV of the CH 4 ). For a load of 120 kW (rated power), we can observe the system global efficiency is approximately 50 %. This efficiency is greater that obtained one in the conventional power plants by means of other technologies. Besides low CO 2 emissions.
Figs. (7, 8 and 9 ) present reactive output power, AC voltage phase angle ( ) and fuel flow demanded ( q CH 4 ). We can observe the reactive power (compared with active power) is practically equal to zero as consequence resistive load (unit power factor). 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, SOFC based generation system use a stack consisting of 384 fuel cells connected in series, this provides 120-140kW output power in stand-alone mode (residential loads). The system has been analyzed when a step load is applied. First, dynamic model of the fuel cell stack is presented, representing properly the slow dynamics associated with the gas flows and the fuel processor operation. Then, a suitable control architecture is presented for the overall system, its objective being to regulate the input fuel flow in order to meet a desirable output power demand, achieving at the same time a near optimal operation of the fuel cells. Mat-lab-Simulink ® is used for the modeling and simulation of the fuel processor, SOFC generator and DC/AC inverter. 
NOMENCLATURE
